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PRAIRIE VIEW A&M 
UNIVERSITY 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 
May 1-8, 
1980 
Alumni Day-1980 was ob­
served at Prairie View A&M 
University on May 3. Activities 
conducted throughout the day 
were well attended. 
Former classes holding 
special activities included the 
classes of 1928, 1953 and 1954. 
The Prairie View Alumni 
Association held its annual 
commencement meeting at 
10:00 a.m. in the Memorial 
Center. Memorial Services 
were conducted at the Abner 
Davis Foundation following 
the business meeting. 
NATIONAL CONVENTION 
PLANNED FOR JULY 
The National Alumni Asso­
ciation will hold its 1980 
annual convention in San 
Antonio in July. All PV-ites 
are urged to attend. 
SUMMER SESSION 
Begins 
June 1, 1980 
Record PV Operating Budget Approved 
A record operating budget of $32,146,493 for Prairie View 
A&M University was approved Friday by The Texas A&M 
University System Board of Regents. 
The budget, which goes into effect September 1, represents 
an increase of $1,476,094 over current operating expenditures. 
Last year's budget actually had a larger total figure — 
$39,214,079 — but it included special one-time legislative ap­
propriations of $8,543,680 for building rehabilitation and repairs, 
noted Prairie View President A. I. Thomas. 
FACULTY SALARIES INCREASED 
"We are most appreciative that our faculty salaries have in­
creased this time at a higher rate than in the past" Dr. Thomas 
said. "This is part of the Board of Regents' plan to make Prairie 
View A&M University a first-class institution, and the plan is on 
schedule!' 
Overall budgets for the 11 parts of The Texas A&M Universi­
ty System total a record of $409.6 million, for an increase of 11 
percent over current expenditures. 
Chancellor Frank W. R. Hubert attributed the increases to a 
combination of inflation, higher enrollments and expanded 
research and extension activities. 
"Even with more students and expanded public service pro­
grams, our increased expenditures for the coming year are well 
below the current rate of inflation!' Dr. Hubert observed. "Thus, 
this has to be considered a most prudent set of budgets based on 
essential elements of service!' 
Victory Banquet Set for 





Graduation May 14 
A Victory Banquet celebrat­
ing a special phase of the 
All-Faiths Chapel Drive at 
Prairie View A&M has been 
scheduled in Houston on May 
9 at 7:30 p.m. 
The Campaign Steering 
Committee and Big Gifts 
Committee are staging the big 
event which will give an 
opportunity for friends and 
supporters to help celebrate the 
achievement of over 
$400,000.00 in cash. 
The speaker for The 
Banquet is Reverend C. W. 
Black, Minister of Mt. Zion 
First Baptist Church, San 
Antonio, Texas. The Rev. 
Black is a graduate of 
Morehouse College and And-
over Newton Theological 
Seminary, Newton Center, 
Massachusetts. He is a former 
Commissioner and member of 
the San Antonio City Council. 
He served also as that city's 
first Black Mayor Pro-Tern. 
Further' details of the event 
will be announced soon. 
PV to Sponsor Youth Camp 
involve approximately 200 
youth. 
Other cities scheduled to 
hold similar Camps which are 
established as part of President 
Carter's Summer Youth Pro­
gram include: Atlanta, Boston, 
Chicago, Cleveland, Green­
ville, South Carolina, Los 
Angeles, New Orleans, San 
Francisco, and Washington, 
D.C. 
Prairie View A&M Univer­
sity and the Houston area have 
been selected among ten 
national sites for Summer 
Youth Camps to be sponsored 
jointly by the Labor Depart­
ment and the National 
Football League Players Asso­
ciation. 
The local program, now 
being organized, is tentatively 
set to begin on June 15 and will 
Rev. C. W. Bell 
Victory Banquet Speaker 
Final Call for 
1980 Pantherland 
Campus organization lead­
ers are being urged to check 
with the publications office on 
final arrangements for page 
layouts and photos before 
leaving the campus this week. 
It is hoped that final 
yarbook copy will go to press 
early in June. 
COMMENCEMENT '80 - Members of the 1980 
graduating class are pictured in the line of procession. 
Commencement-'SO 
Degrees A warded to 
450 May Graduates 
By Frank White 
Black college graduates will 
need to couple their racial 
pride with perserverance and 
several other virtues if they 
plan to help solve tomorrow's 
problems, a black educator 
told the 550 graduates Sunday 
at Prairie View A&M 
University's Commencement. 
Speaking on a pro-black 
slant, Dr. Joffre T. Whisen-
ton, Associate Executive 
Secretary of the Southern 
Association of Colleges and 
Schools, told the graduates 
that black pride was not a 
substitute for the learning and 
brotherly love needed to 
sustain democracy. "We 
should not concern ourselves 
with building cities, but with 
building people!' the guest 
speaker said. 
He added, "The problems 
of today cannot be solved by 
blacks alone. Indeed the 
problems of today cannot be 
solved by whites alone. It's 
going to take blacks and whites 
staying together, praying 
together, working together, 
understanding together!' 
He said historically black 
colleges still have a unique role 
for producing black leaders 
and cited the following 
statistics to substantiate his 
premise: black colleges have 
been responsible for educating 
65 percent of all black federal 
employees with the rank GS-14 
or above, 74 percent of the 
blacks who later received 
Ph.D's, one-half of the blacks 
in the United Nations, and 75 
percent of the black commis­
sioned officers in the army. 
Whisenton praised Prairie 
View President Alvin I. 
Thomas for keeping academics 
first, adding that the school 
has been "serving under the 
orchestration of a master 
craftsman . . . who has 
chartered and navigated our 
course with precision. "This 
See DEGREES, Page 2 
DR. GRACE S. GRIMES 
Deputy Commissioner T.E.A. 
WASHINGTON, DC ALUMNI AWARDS — Key figures involved in the annual Alumni event held recently in 
Washington are pictured above. They are front row (1-r): Col. West Hamilton, Dr. Johnny Jackson, Col. Arthur N. Fearing, 
Mrs. Marjorie Alexander, Judge Benjamin Foreman and Mrs. Foreman. Top — Mrs. and Colonel Hyman Chase, Col. D. R. 
Butler, local club president, Dr. Marjory Anderson, Awards Dinner chairman, Congressman Mickey Leeland, principal 
speaker; and Col Andrew Bland, PV-AROTC head who represented the university staff. Award recipients were Chase, 
Jackson, Fearing, Foreman and Alexander and Leeland. 
Dr. Grace S. Grimes, 
Deputy Commissioner for 
Planning/Accreditation, Pro­
fessional and Program Devel­
opment will be guest speaker 
for the adult training pro­
grams. Graduates from ten 
counties will be on hand to 
receive certificates of comple­
tion in various areas. 
Dr. Grimes holds member­
ship in numerous state and 
national professional organiza­
tions, and has been highly 
recommended by Commission­
er Alton O. Bowen to address 
the graduate. 
The University staff and 
faculty are invited to attend 
this exercise. 
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Drive In or Carry Out 
826-3491 HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS 
National Law Day is 
Observed at Prairie View 
The essence of the Judicial 
system and the U.S. Constitu­
tion is reflected in every 
institution that exist today in 
the United States. Therefore, it 
is only appropriate that some 
form of appreciation be 
exemplified, for the laws of 
this land, which apply to every 
U.S. citizen. 
As a result, Law Day will be 
recognized throughout Ameri­
ca on May 4, 1980. Further, 
the Political Science Depart­
ment at Prairie View, will 
sponsor Law Day on campus, 
during the week of the actual 
designated date. 
Rtst TAKE A 
M** BREAK 
Texas Office of Traffic Safety 
it comes to humanitarian 
work. It also emcompasses the 
social aspects of living 
and working in this world we 
call home. 
This was proven on April 14, 
1980. On this day members of 
the Civil Engineering Honors 
Club along with a professor of 
Civil Engineering at Prairie 
View A&M University jour­
neyed to the Texas Department 
of Mental Health and Mental 
Retardation in Brenham, 
Texas. The purpose of the 
Civil Engineering Honors Club 
is not only to promote the Civil 
Engineering profession and to 
honor those students which 
have attained high scholastic 
achievements, but also to give 
humanitarian service to the 
community, and have proven 
to possess character and 
leadership abilities. 
Each year the CEHC 
involves itself in a social 
project. Members of the 
CEHC collect donations be­
fore the Holiday Season and 
donate the proceeds to a 
worthy social need of the 
community as their yearly 
social project. This year the 
Brenham State School afford­
ed the CEHC the opportunity 
to tour the facilities there, and 
present the facility with a 
check valued at fifty dollars 
($50.00). We were informed 
that the money collected this 
year will be used for a student 
of the school to pay his fee to 
attend the "Special Olympics" 
to be held in Austin, Texas. 
Those students on hand 
making the contribution were, 
Thaddeus S. Lott, president; 
Fulkra Mason, vice president; 
Zerrie L. Hines, treasurer; and 
Rhonda F. Hester-Bouyer, 
member. As previously men­
tioned, Dr. R. N. S. Rao, 
professor of Civil Engineering, 
attended also. We are all proud 
and pleased to have been able 
to represent the Civil Engineer­
ing Honors Club and Prairie 
View A&M University's Col­
lege of Engineering. 
The CEHC takes this time 
also to thank Emmanuel 
Momol, a senior, Civil 
Engineering major for attend­
ing as photographer. 
Here again, the pride of the 
College of Engineering, the 
Civil Engineering Department 
^shines. 
Zerrie L. Hines 
CEHC Tresurer 
Sr., Civil Engr. Major 
24-HOUR SELF SERVICE 
at 
HEMPSTEAD WASHATERIA 
TOP LOADING SPEED QUEEN 
and 
DOUBLE-LOAD PHILCO BENDIX MACHINES 
Next Door to Pick & Pay Food Market 
Hempstead, Texas 
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Career Carnival 
'80 Rated Tops 
By Jack Weeks 
More than 500 students 
from about 60 cities through­
out the country attended the 
highly successful Campus 
Career Carnival '80 at Prairie 
View A&M University last 
week. 
"This is only the second year 
we have held the carnival, but 
we received such great 
response from the high school 
juniors and seniors from 
around the country that we are 
just elated" says Mrs. Mary A. 
Clark, director of the carnival. 
Aimed at high school 
students who are interested in 
continuing their education on 
the college level, the carnival's 
theme was "Building Your 
Tomorrows!' 
Parents who attended were 
particularly interested in the 
workshops which aided them 
in all phases of scholarships, 
educational grants, financial 
aid, etc. 
One of the highlights of the 
day included the "Mr. and 
Miss Success" contests entered 
by those students who had a 
3.0 G.P.A. (grade point 
average) and armed with high 
school transcripts. 
"Mr. Success" was won by 
Tyrone R. Williams, of Crosby 
High School, with runnerup 
Johnny Brown, from Jefferson 
Civil Engineers Visit State Mental 





LAWRENCE MARSHALL . 
CHEVROLET-OLDS., INC. $ 
P. O. Box 983 — Hempstead 01DSM0BILE 
HOUSTON 
463-8484 
HOMETOWNERS — Texas A&M University System 
Chancellor Dr. Frank Hubert during a recent campus visit 
was pleased to meet a PV music professor, Dr. Danny Kelly 
who is from the same hometown of Cameron, Texas. 
In the engineering profes­
sion, life is not just regulated 
to technical computations and 
being proficient in your chosen 
field of study, rather life in the 
engineering field is just like 
everything else should be when 
Davis High School in 
Houston. 
Cynthia Diane Garrick, of 
Jones High School in Houston 
won the "Miss Success" 
contest and Latrina Michelle 
Brown, of Madison High 
School in Houston, was 
runnerup. 
Students came from as far 
away as Chicago and Mem­
phis, and almost all parts of 
Texas were represented. 
University President Dr. 
Alvin I. Thomas presented the 




CONTINUED from Page 1 
university has made a lot of 
progress within the last 14 
years!' he said. "All of this has 
come about because a young 
man like Dr. Thomas 
developed such programs as 
Operation Success!' 
He said perserverance is the 
single most important factor 
for success, and said the 
graduates will need it more in 
the future than they have in the 
past. 
Success, he noted, should be 
measured not so much by the 
position but by the obstacles 
(one) overcomes. 
Throughout his fast-paced 
discourse, Whisenton blended 
humorous racial stories with 
the titles of popular rhythm 
and blues songs to drive home 
the point that blacks especially 
have to rely on their formal 
education as a chief instrument 
for social change. 
And he reaffirmed that the 
historically black college 
provides the best identity or 
the "definitive culture" of 
blacks: 
"If there is anything you 
should learn at college it is 
generosity. And I can think of 
no better place to learn 
generosity than Prairie View 
and its sister institutions!' 
After speaking extensively 
See DEGREES, Page 8 
Dear Friends: 
As a special sales representative for Lawrence 
Marshall Chevy-Olds I can offer you and your friends 
great deals on new or used cars and trucks. 
Please call or come by and ask for me. 
MAY 1-8, 1980 THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER T H R E E  
ZIPPY'S DRIVE INN 




College of Home Economics Presents — 
Hunt Portrait Has Public Showing 
Gifts to the University 
money? 
McDonald's® is currently 
hiring part-time and 
full-time crew people 
• good pay 
• free meals 
•  flexible hours 
Apply at the McDonald's® 




13th and Austin 
HEMPSTEAD 
Former Students Express "Thanks' 
The public showing of the 
Delia Mae Hall Hunt portrait 
has been set for Sunday, May 
4, in the Living Center of 
Elizabeth C. May Home 
Economics Building at Prairie 
View A&M University, Prairie 
View, Texas, announced Dr. 
Flossie M. Byrd, Dean of the 
College of Home Economics. 
The showing will be conducted 
from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m., with 
the honoree, Mrs. Hunt, and 
the artist, Edsel M. Cramer, 
being presented to the guests 
during the hour. 
Mrs. Delia Mae Hall Hunt, a 
native of Rosenberg, Texas, 
earned the Bachelor of Science 
degree in Houston Economics 
Education at Prairie View 
Normal and Industrial College 
in 1936 and the Master of 
Science degree in Home 
Economics Education in 1946. 
Subsequently, she studied 
clothing, art and education at 
Colorado State University, 
Kansas State University, Texas 
Woman's University, Trapha-
gen School of Fashion, The 
University of California 
(Berkeley), and the University 
of Nevada. 
Mrs. Hunt began her tenure 
at Prairie View A&M 
University in June 1947 as 
Instructor in Home Economics 
— Clothing. Prior to this 
appointment, she had taught at 
The Delia Mae Hall Hunt Portrait hangs in the Living 
Center of the College of Home Economics, Elizabeth C. May 
Home Economics Building. (Shown are Mrs. D. M. H. Hunt, 
honoree and Edsel M. Cramer, the artist). 
Colbert High School, Dayton, 
Texas (1935-37); Starr Bailey 
High School, Overton, Texas 
(1939); Phyllis Wheatley High 
School, Houston, Texas (1939-
40); and Sam Schwarz High 
School, Hempstead, Texas 
(1941-44). During and between 
secondary teaching appoint­
ments, she pursued a business 
career; self employment as 
owner of a dress shop and 
employment as an upholstery 
operator of a furniture 
company. 
During her thirty-one years 
tenure at Prairie View, Mrs. 
Hunt found time to tour 
Europe, South America, the 
West Indies, and Hawaii. 
Membership in professional 
organizations include the 
American Home Economics 
Association, the American 
Association of Univerisity 
Women and Kappa Omicron 
Phi Honor Society in Home 
Economics. During the past 
several years, she has served as 
Sponsor of Beta Epsilon 
Chapter, Kappa Omicron Phi; 
Director of the Parents and 
Guardians Association; and 
sponsor of the Miss Prairie 
View-Miss Texas contestants. 
She is actively involved in Zeta 
Phi Beta Sorority, the National 
Association for the Advance­
ment of Colored People; New 
Hope Baptist Church, Hous­
ton, Texas; and Top Ladies of 
Distinction. 
Mrs. Hunt retired from the 
College of Home Economics 
on August 31, 1978. She 
continues her association with 
the University as Exeuctive 
Director, Parents and Guar­
dians Association. 
Born in Houston in 1924, 
Edsel Maurice Cramer started 
drawing before he learned to 
write. At an early age he knew 
without a doubt that he wanted 
Looking to 
earn extra 
to be an artist. 
At eighteen years of age, 
Cramer was accepted at the 
prestigious Chicago Art Insti­
tute (1942), where he spent 
many hours viewing the works 
See HUNT, Page 8 




Phone Number. College or Univ. Dept. or Class 
HOUSTON LIVESTOCK SHOW AND RODEO gives endowment for Agriculture — 
Mr. Allen H. Carruth, Preisdent of the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo, presents Univer­
sity President A. I. Thomas with a $50,000 endowment check to be used for scholarship needs 
in the College of Agriculture at Prairie View A&M University. In the photo from left are Mr. 
Dick Weekly, General Manager of the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo; Mr. Carruth; Dr. 
Thomas; Mrs. Junell Baker, Secretary of the Prairie View Trail Riders; and Dr. Freddie L. 
Richards, Dean of College of Agriculture. 
DUPONT ENDOWMENT GRANT — Mr. Ralph Milam, representing the Dupont Com­
pany, presents a check to Dr. A. I. Thomas for the University Endowment Fund. Agriculture 
Dean, Freddie L. Richards witnessed the presentation. 
I am interested in learning more about being your 
campus representative. Please furnish me with 
pertinent details. 
NMI Associates 
Attn: Nevii Johnson 
P.O. Box 19722* Dept. C0LADS 
Dallas, Texas 75219 
TO Part-time 
V/f Research Assistant 
We need a campus representative to assist us in developing mailing lists of selected senior 
and graduate students. Ingenuity, perseverance and reliability requited. Would prefer 
someone who can work for us in this capacity for several years to come. No "rags to riches" 
income, but certainly attractive if you need additional money to help meet rising expenses. 
If you are interested in learning more about this opportunity, fill out the coupon below and 
mail it today. 
FOUR T H E  P R A I R I E  V I E W  P A N T H E R  MAY L-8, 1980 
All-Faiths Chapel Fund 
Reaches $407,142.58in Cash 
The All-Faiths Chapel Campaign has raised a total of 
$407,142.58 as of April 28, 1980. This exceeds the goal established 
by the Ministers' Conference, according to Rev. W. Van 
Johnson, Dean of Chapel 
The persons listed below assumed the leadership in the finan­
cial campaign: 
BIG GIFTS COMMITTEE 
Rev. E. Stanley Branch, Chairman Miss Louise Bailey 
Mrs. Thelma L. Gordon Bishop R. E. Woodard 
Mrs. Mary L. Watkins Rev. E. E. Coates 
Dr. John B. Coleman Mr. Mack Hannah, Jr. 
STEERING COMMITTEE 
Rev. Floyd N. Williams, Chairman Rev. L. E. Reid 
Rev. E. Stanley Branch Rev. Willie Scott 
Rev. L. D. Gillum Bishop R. E. Woodard 
Rev. Hayward Wiggins Rev. N. S. Brown 
Rev. Thomas Johnson Rev. R. T. Cunningham 
Rev. Nelson Godfrey Rev. J. M. Allen 
Rev. A. J. Hines Rev. M. L. Price 
Rev. J. R. Powell Rev. A. D. McCraw 
Rev. B. M. Reynolds Rev. W. Van Johnson 
Rev. S. M. Wright . Rev. W. L. McCormick 
PV Deans of Women — — Historical Sketch -
New Services for Students 
Announced by College Board 
Major changes in the 
nation's largest college admis­
sions testing program to 
meet consumer concerns over 
testing without compromising 
test quality or educational 
values were announced today 
by the College Board. 
The changes were approved 
by the Board of Trustees of the 
non-profit association of 2,589 
schools and colleges at their 
regular March meeting. New 
information and services will 
be provided the 2.5 million 
high school juniors and seniors 
who annaully take the 
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) 
and Preliminary Scholastic 
Aptitude Test/National Merit 
Scholarship Qualifying Test 
(PSAT/NMSQT). Among the 
changes are the following: 
For the SAT 
• An SAT actually used 
during the preceding year will 
be published in the fall along 
with a complete statistical 
analysis of its characteristics 
for study by researchers and 
the public. 
• Students taking the SAT 
nationally will have an 
opportunity to verify their 
scores personally by receiving 
their answer sheet, a scoring 
key, and scoring information. 
The fee for this optional 
service will be refunded if any 
discrepancy is found. (Note: A 
previously used edition of the 
SAT will continue to be 
distributed widely to schools 
nationally and given to 
students well ahead of when 
they take the test, so they may 
become familiar with the 
directions, question types and 
format.) 
For the PSAT/NMSQT 
• A sample PSAT/NMSQT 
will be provided to students 
planning to take the test next 
fall for the same purposes as 
the sample SAT, and in the 
same way. (Half of a 
PSAT/NMSQT has been 
available until now.) 
• The two versions of the 
PSAT/NMSQT given next 
October 21 and 25 will be 
returned to students who took 
them at the same time their 
scores are reported, along with 
their answers, a key to correct 
answers, and information on 
how to calculate their raw and 
scaled scores. 
THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER 
Published Bi-XVeekly in the Interest of a Greater Prairie 
View A. and M. University. The PANTHER serves as the 
voice of Pantherland. 
Prairie View A&M University is open to all, regardless 
of race, color, religion, or national origin. 
REPORTERS Hedy Ratcliff, Cheryl Hackett, 
JoAnn Alderson, Beatrice Moore, David Harris 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS Linda Domain, Jam's Hayes, 
Gale Morgan, Terry Pryor, Gerna Williams 
DEPARTMENT SECRETARIES Gloria Perez, Vanessa Jackson 
SPORTS Michael Hearn, Jerry Mathis, 
PHOTOGRAPHERS Paris Kincade, Robert Sandling, 
James Hawthorne, Barry Baugh, Robert Thomas, 
Emmanuel Momoh, Brett Horn (Tom Godwin, Roy Pace) 
Any news items, advertising, or matters of interest to THE 
PANTHER may be presented to the Department of Student 
Publications, Room 108-112, New Classroom Building Tele­
phone 857-2117. C. A. Wood, Publications Director. 
CASS STUDENT NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING, INCORPORATED 
CASS Student Advertising, Incorporated 
1633 WEST CENTRAL 
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 60201 
The Panther carried a Feature in the 
February 8, 1979 issue entitled "Salute to PV 
Deans of Women" Several contacts with the 
newpaper indicated that at least two persons 
who served in that capacity had been omitted. 
This presentation, based principally on in­
formation provided by Mrs. Laura P. Brown 
and from families involved, includes photos of 
the two — Mary Blunt Jones and Ella P. 
Baker — who served during the period after 
Annie Laurie Evans and before Gertrude Col­
lins. Mrs. Brown's contact with Prairie View 
began in 1913 which is evidence that she has 
lived in the area throughout a large portion of 
PV history. Mrs. Brown, incidently, is the 
sister of Dr. Franklin, M.D. for whom the new 
Health Center is co-named. 
Suarez Hall (for women) is named after 
Mrs. M. E. Suarez, who is still remembered by 
many older PV-ites. She served as Dean of 
Women from 1926 to 1946. Mrs. Reba L. Bland 
Evans was employed in the position in 1946 
and after 46 years is still Pantherland's Dean 
of Women. (CAW) 
Pictured: Top, Annie Laurie Evans, Mary 
Blunt Jones, Ella P. Baker. Bottom: Gertrude 
Collins,M. E. Suarez, R. L. Bland Evans. 
Traffic and 
Safety Department 
Telphone 857-4823 ~ 
Excepts from the University Traffic and Parking Regula­
tions: 
I. Introduction 
The Prairie View A&M University Campus has parking space 
available to permit a limited number of students to bring 
motor vehicles to the campus. These vehicles must not be 
taken from their assigned parking areas for the purpose of at­
tending classes or making other campus stops. The University 
assumes no responsibility for the protection of vehicles and 
the property left within vehicles. The University reserves the 
right to remove or impound any vehicle operated or parked in 
violation of University Regulations. 
V. Persons Permitted to Register Vehicles 
1. The following groups of students are permitted to register, 
own and operate vehicles on campus. 
A. Graduate Students 
B. Commuting Students 
C. Juniors with an accumulative average of 2.00 
D. Seniors with an accumulative average of 2.20 
2. Freshman and sophomore students in residence are not 
permitted to own or operate vehicles on campus. 
3. Vehicle registration permits may be obtained at the follow­
ing places: 
A. Administration Building during the first registration 
period. 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Fri­
day. 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon Saturday. 
B. Security and fire station any time 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. Monday through Friday. 
C. Faculty and staff in the office of the Dean of Men, 8:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
4. Registration Fees (No Refunds) 
Student Rates: 
Fall Semester $5.00 
Spring Semester 5 . 00 
First Summer Term 4.00 
Second Summer Term 4.00 
Short Course or Institute 2.00 
University Employees (Faculty-Staff Rates) 
Reserved Space $10.00 
Non-Specific Parking Space 10.00 
First Term 5.00 
Second Term 5 . 00 
Short Course or Institute-Less Than Six Weeks 2.00 
Second Car 2.00 
Fee is based on a period to cover September 1 to August 
31. The full fee is payable from September 1 to December 
31. 
One-half of the full fee is payable for any part of the 
period, January 1 to August 31. 
5. Fines for Traffic Violations and Impounded Vehicles 
Moving Violations $ 3.00 
Non-moving Violations 2.00 
Penalty for non-payment within 72 hours 5.00 
Impounding and/or towing fee 50.00 
(For Release) 
A N N O U N C I N G  
The 1980 Summer Session 
at  
PRAIRIE VIEW 
June 1 through August 29 
Competitive Scholarship 
Testing Dates 1980 
DATE 
May 19, 1980 
May 20, 1980 
June 5, 1980 
June 6, 1980 
August 25, 1980 
August 26, 1980 
September 4, 1980 
September 5, 1980 
TIME PLACE 
10:00 a.m. Teacher Center 107 
10:00 a.m. Teacher Center 107 
10:00 a.m. Teacher Center 107 
10:00 a.m. Teacher Center 107 
10:00 a.m. Place to be announced 
10:00 a.m. Place to be announced 
10:00 a.m. Place to be announced 
10:00 a.m. Place to be announced 
The Competitive Scholarship Testing Dates are listed below. 
In order for a student to sit for the examination he/she must com­
plete the registration form in the Counseling Service Office by 
5:00 p.m. the day before the scheduled testing date. The testing 
dates are listed above. 
For further information contact: Dr. Carl Settles, Counsel­
ing Services, Prairie View A&M University, Prairie View, Texas 
77445, (713) 857-2118 or 2116. 
Having Versatility 
By Hedy Ratcliff 
Being a versatile individual 
enables you to be assertive, 
productive, and efficient. 
Whereby, you will have the 
ability to cope with various 
responsibilities that demand 
immediate attention. As a 
result, you will possess a 
sparkling quality that will 
enable you to be competitive in 
all your endeavors, which can 
be achieved: (1) by being a 
participant in academic and 
social affairs, that will benefit 
you as a career person; (2) by 
taking time to organize your 
priorities into a specific 
arrangement, where you can 
deal with them efficiently; 
(3) by establishing your goal 
through comprehensive plan­
ning and application, and 
afterwards with some persist­
ent determination, you will 
have a sparkling quality of 
versatility. 
Chief Burditt Receives 
Law Enforcement Certificate 
Willie M. Burditt, Chief of 
the Safety and Security 
Department at Prairie View 
A&M University has been 
awarded an Intermediate Law 
Enforcement Certificate by the 
Texas Commission on Law 
Enforcement Officer Stand­
ards and Education. Chief 
Burditt said the Certificate is 
awarded for a combination of 
education/training and years 
of Law Enforcement experi­
ence. Chief Burditt became 
eligible to receive the Interme­
diate Certificate after complet­
ing a 40-Hour Crim Prevention 
Course at Southwest Texas 
State University in San Marcos 
Texas. Chief Burditt is a 
retired U.S. Army Veteran and 
received his basic Law 
Enforcement Training at Texas 
A&M University in College 
Station, Texas. 
Who is A Sophomore 
Student with a dream to be fulfilled within reach 
Optimistic and involved in humanities that matter to us all; 
Preparing for a career with a mind at its peak 
Humble and determined not to fall; 
Outstanding as leaders academically and socially 
Motivated by ambitions courageously standing tall; 
Organized and always willing to take time to share 
Reliable to commitments as a class bound to endure; 
Energetic with an open heart that cares 
Soon to be Juniors who are excited and concerned about the 
future; H. Ratcliff 
To get a good job, you need a lot more 
than just a degree. Management experience can 
make the difference. And there's a good way to 
gain the experience you need. 
Become an officer in the Army National 
Guard. You'll learn what they don't teach in 
school. What it takes to be a leader. And the con­
fidence and sense of responsibility that will make 
you a successful manager. 
Joining the Guard makes you an impor­
tant member of your community. In an emer­
gency, your relatives and neighbors look to you 
and your Guard unit as a lifeline they can depend 
on. That makes Guard service unique. 
To find out how you 
can take command, see your 
State Military Personnel Officer. 
Or call toll-free 800-638-7600. 
The Guard belongs. 
NATIONAL 
GUARD 
MAY 1-8, 1980 THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER FIVE 
COMMAND RESPECT 
IN THE I0B MARKET 
Take Command in the Army Guard. 
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 723-4550; Virgin Islands (St. Croix): 773-6438; Maryland: 728-3388, Alaska: consult local phone directory. 
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Enrollment Up Communications Department 
Merrie C. Nichols Sheila Brown Calvin Garvey 
The Department of Political Science 
ASC-AIA Elections 
ADMITTED TO PUBLIC AFFAIRS SCHOOL 
announced that three of its majors have been accepted for the first Summer Program in 
Policy Skills at the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs. They are Merrie C. Nichols, 
Sheila Brown and Calvin Garvey. The UT-Austin special program runs for six weeks begin-
ning June 2. 
Watercolor Art 
On Exhibit in 
Houston in May 
The Watercolor Art Society 
of Houston Spring show is on 
exhibition in the Prudential 
Building Lobby, 6500 West 
Loop South. 
Included in the exhibit are 
seventy two works of the finest 
examples of the watercolor arts 
to be seen in the state. 
Glenn R. Bradshaw, Profes­
sor of Undergraduate Painting 
at the University of Illinois and 
nationally known artist juried 
the show. Mr. Bradshaw stated 
the "The water-media paint­
ings are often excellent 
examples of contemporary art 
and not just paintings of old 
barns or so-called calendar 
art:' 
Numerous local and nation­
al watercolorists are represent­
ed including Clarence Talley, 
Assistant Professor of Art, 
Prairie View A&M University. 
The show is open to the public 
and will continue through May 
9. 
Elections were held on 
Wednesday night, April 16, 
1980 in the Engineering 
building for members of 
Prairie View's AIA/SC. The 
newly elected officers for 
1980-81 are: president, David 
Alexis; vice-president, Bobby 
Stewart; treasurer, Richendia 
Brazos; correspondence secre­
tary, Belinda Hackett; assist­
ant secretary, Belvin Allen; 
parliamentarian, Marcia Ba-
bin;-fund raising, Ronnie 
Johnson; assistant fund rais­
ing, Craig Seastrunk; financial 
secretary, Cheryl Bonner; and 
sergeant-at-arms, Anthony 
Watson. Retiring officers are 
DeAndre Johnson, Marvel 
Warner, Cheryl Williams, 
Barbara Armstrong, David 
Alexis, and Thomas McGo-
wan. Congratulations, once 
again new officers! 
This is perhaps the oppor­
tune moment to explain the 
meanings of ASC/AIA and 
AIA/SC and their purposes. 
ASC/AIA stands for the 
Association of Student Chap­
ters of the American Institute 
of Architects, which is a 
Professional Society which is 
designed to support, to 
augment and to supplement 
the educational and profes­
sional development of the 
architectural student. AIA/SC 
(American Institute of Archi­
tects' Student Chapters; is the 
student branch of ASC/AIa. 
Among the Chapter's many 
planned activities and events 
for 1980-81 are displaying 
student projects outside of the 
architecture department, ac­
quiring films, field trips, 
attending conventions, ac-
quring plants and paintings for 
the department, sponsoring 
speaker series featuring local 
as well as distant architects and 
visiting other schools. 
AIA/SC would like to make 
mention of those students who 
are candidates for graduation. 
They are Seyed Atarod, 
Barbara Armstrong, Thomas 
Douglas, Mark George, James 
Hawthorne, DeAndre John-
See ELECTIONS, Page 12 
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P. O. BOX 2606 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
A Service to The Prairie View Community for Over Forty Two Years 
10% Annual Percentage Rate 
12% Annual Percentage Rate 
15% Annual Percentage Rate 
7% Annual Percentage Rate 
OUR MOTTO: "Not for Profit 
Not for Charity 
But for Service" 
OFFICE HOURS: Monday thru Friday 3:30-6=30 p.m. 
PHONE: (713/ 857-4925) 
OFFICE LOCATION: P. V. Alumni House 
As State Colleges 
And Universities 
The National Association of 
State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges (NASULGC) 
has just released the findings 
of its fall 1979 enrollment 
survey, which show that, at the 
356 member campuses provid­
ing comparable data for 1978 
and 1979, total enrollment rose 
1.9 percent. 
Other survey findings are: 
enrollment at comparable 
campuses rose slightly over 
1978 in all levels except 
graduate students, where it 
dropped 0.6 percent; female 
enrollment outpaced male 
enrollment in all levels, with 
women making the most 
substantial gain (9.2 percent) 
in the first-professional level; 
first-time freshmen rose 4.7 
percent over 1978; undergrad­
uate enrollment rose 2.6 
percent; and first-professional 
enrollment rose 1.2 percent. 
NASULGC's tenth annual 
enrollment survey was sent to 
141 member institutions (399 
member campuses) that enroll 
students. Of these, 383 
campuses related to 139 
institutions responded, for a 
response rate of 96 percent. 
NASULGC's Office of 
Communications Services re­
quested HEGIS figures based 
on head counts of both 
full-time and part-time enroll­
ment and conducted a 
supplementary survey of 
extension students enrolled in 
courses for credit. 
Almost 3.4 million students 
were enrolled in state and 
land-grant universities in the 
fall of 1979, making up 29 
percent of the estimated 11.7 
million students attending all 
U.S. colleges and universities. 
Men accounted for 51.7 
percent of the total enrollment 
at the 383 campuses that 
participated in the 1979 survey, 
while women accounted for 
48.3 percent. Men dominated 
full-time enrollment in every 
level, and women dominated 
part-time enrollment in every 
level except first-professional. 
Two-year comparisons by 
level and sex, however, show 
that total female enrollment 
grew 3.8 percent over last year, 
while total male enrollment 
grew only 0.5 percent. Female 
enrollment grew in every level 
compared to last year, while 
male enrollment grew in the 
undergraduate and first-time 
freshmen levels, but dipped in 
the unclassified, first-profes­
sional and graduate levels. 
The National Association of 
State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges is the oldest 
higher education association in 
the United States. Its origins 
trace back to 1871, when 
leaders of the nation's 
land-grant colleges held infor­
mal meetings in Washington to 
exchange ideas on common 
problems. 
Today NASULGC has 142 
member institutions, of which 
72 are land-grant colleges and 
70 are public universities and 
university systems. 
Additional copies of the fall 
1979 enrollment study are 
available free of charge from 
the Office of Communications 
Services of the National 
Association of State Universi­
ties and Land-Grant Colleges, 
One Dupont Circle, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20036. 
Making Big Strides 
By Darrel Walker 
The Mass Communications 
Department' has made great 
strides since its formation in 
1975. Miss Shirley Staples, the 
department head, has been 
instrumental in bringing about 
important academic and struc­
tural changes. 
Among the department's 
accomplishments are the new 
communications facility and 
radio station, currently under 
construction. The new facility 
is a $2.5 million renovation of 
Hilliard Hall, the old dining 
hall. About 200 communica­
tions majors are expected to 
use the facility in the fall 
semester of 1980. KPVU is also 
scheduled to go into operation 
on 91.3 FM to coincide with 
the semester's opening. 
Miss Staples points out that 
in 1975, radio-TV and 
journalism were the only two 
options available to communi­
cations students. She announ­
ces, "The academic curriculum 
for the fall will include 
advertising theory, advertising 
sales, public relations, man­
agement, art, graphics, and 
photography!' She added that 
contemporary facilities and 
more departmental options 
have attracted more faculty 
and staff members. 
Additional instructors will 
be needed for production 
classes that were previously 
held in Houston and experi­
enced personnel are to begin 
radio station operation. The 
modern facilities and increased 
staff will aid the students in 
Shirley Staples 
Department Head 
mental development and 
practical awareness, two major 
factors in any aspect of 
communications. 
The Communications curri­
culum includes an Internship 
program that has proven to be 
very effective. Miss Staples 
expounds, "the program is a 
mixture of theory and practical 
application. If a student learns 
the correct processes and then 
has the opportunity to put 
them into practical use, she 
will become more effective and 
efficient in her desired field!' 
Communications has evol­
ved into a major department at 
Prairie View and success can 
be shown. At least 15 of the 
department's 20 graduates 
have started career minded 
jobs that are within the 
Communications field. 
Top Ten Goodies 
1. Let's Rock, Skate, Roll — Bel & Nez 
2. And the Beat Goes On — Whispers 
3. Let's Get Serious — Jermaine Jackson 
4. Gonna Stomp All Night — Brothers Johnson 
5. Gotta Be A Special Lady — Ray, Goodman and Brown 
6. With You I'm Born Again — Billy Preston and Syreeta 
7. Don't Say Goodnight — Isley Brothers 
8. She's Out of My Life — Michael Jackson 
9. I Pledge My Love — Peaches and Herb 
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Gilpin Players Enjoying New Era 
typically we see "Barnaby 
Jones" and others which 
remind us that good should 
conquer evil. Concerts, while 
drawing big names on campus, 
were growing more costly. 
Second, there were those 
who had followed department 
head Ted Shine, knew of his 
consummate theatrical skills, 
and felt that if given any type 
of facility, this playwright 
could really pull something off. 
What we have seen this year 
is only the start. 
All of the Gilpin Players' 
maor production this year — 
"Dark of the Moon" 
"Medea!' "From Slavery to 
Freedom!' and "The Shadow 
Box" — were equally good, 
but to make a value judgment, 
none perhaps could rival 
"Medea" in energy and 
significance. With Lillian 
Randle's masterful portrayal 
of Medea and the strong 
characterization of supporting 
players, "Medea" affirmed 
that the Gilpin Players can 
indeed take on "serious" 
dramas, and equally import­
ant, that Prairie View's 
audiences can ppreciate more 
than shows which are tailored 
to crack-your-side amusement. 
Clearly, one of the players' 
biggest assets is characteriza­
tion, or casting the right people 
in the right roles. Inevitably 
though this leads to players' 
being stereotyped, which in the 
By Frank White 
The scene is a familiar one: a 
rangy, intellectual-looking fel­
low appears in his arms-fold­
ed, slew-footed stance, prepar­
ing to tell would-be spectators 
that the Little Theatre already 
is packed, and that they simply 
would not fit. "You may 
purchase your reserve tickets 
now for tomorrow's show!' C. 
Lee Turner tells the mini-audi-
DRAMATIC SCENES: Claudia Sams, Debra Cummings, Terry Spivey, Percy Weathers, Frederick Wade and Alton 
Russell in "Dark of the Moon!' 
At right Mattie Arps, Tracy Ledet, Vonnie Washington and Debra Cummings in the same production. 
Pictured in fight scene at left are: Edgar Fawcett, Elvin Adams, Curtis Stansberry, Carlos Pierott and Frederick Wade. 
Bottom Eire scenes from the play: "From Slavery to Freedom!' 
At right are Carol Ware, Debra Jones and Theresa Bullard. 
ence. 
It is too bad that Turner had 
to bequeath this amendable 
task. He was not here four 
years ago to tell contractors the 
Charles Gilpin Players would 
be a hot item, and thus could 
use a facility twice as big as the 
present one. 
The emergence of the Gilpin 
Players caught many of us off 
guard, but it was soon to 
come. First of all, students 
were-looking for both alternate 
and more spirited modes of 
entertainment. Dances held 
in the stuffy, dimly lighted Old 
Gym were not only becoming 
trite but made it hard to 
differentiate gender. Exciting 
moments in home basketball 
games and the Miss Prairie 
View Pagent were merely 
seasonal. As for television, 
between 8:00 and 10:00 p.m. 
there was no show — with the 
exception of "Dallas" — that 
was remotely akin to the 
midday dramas that tempt 
students to skip classes; 
long run can be favorable or 
unfavorable depending on the 
directors' intentions: Patric-
nella Ledet is our innocent girl 
or prudish maiden; Claudia 
Sams is the elderly woman 
whose candle doe not always 
need rekindling; Twins Rodney 
and Reginald Hobbs are the 
young men whose oscillations 
from boyishness to manliness 
leave their women mystified; 
Carlos Pierott and Curtis 
Stansberry maintain the mien 
of 45-year-old men who have, 
either by choice or necessity, 
abstained from life's intoxi­
cants and thereby have the 
force to override any evil; 
Lillian Randle is our madonna; 
Terry Spivey is the innocent 
boy who gets mixed up with 
the ludicrous affairs of older 
household members. 
So Miss Randle seemed to be 
the best choice to portray the 
woman in "Medea" whose ne-
fariousness has no end. She 
was brilliant. Nevermind the 
constant mispronounciation of 
"subtle!' For a week she 
delivered with such driving 
passion and exactitude that she 
seemed to transform art into 
science. Not many profession-
COMMENcEMENT SCENE — University Choir is shown performing during exercises 
Sunday. 
als would have done better in 
this Greek tragedy which 
entails Medea's going to an 
extent to avenge the misfor­
tunes brought by sorcery — 
and womanhood. If we had 
pictured Medea as willowy and 
deceitful, we may now see her 
as a cunning five-footer whose 
eventual enmity for all of life's 
elements except revenge ap­
pears justified.-
But if soul stirring was what 
you needed, "From Slavery to 
Freedom" was the production 
to see. As its title indicates, this 
brainchild of Turner took us 
through the epochs of 
American racial dissension via 
oral interpretation and a highly 
creative dance choreographed 
by drama student Frederick 
Wade. The dance was set to 
jazzy, gospel-like sounds that 
proved most spiritual (in truth, 
any departure from disco can 
be spiritual as was as 
refreshing), and even those 
who had known racism only in 
its subtle and institutional 
forms were touched. At the 
show's end, spectators just 
stood in their places, inspired 
perhaps — and Wade, sensing 
a tacit demand for an encore, 
lead his crew back on the stage 
to generate a hand-shaking, 
See GILPIN, Page 8 
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Matthew Teague to Sign With Cowboys 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE ANNUAL BANQUET — Pictured from top left: Dean Richards receives an award for 
the faculty for their unselfish and devoted service to students from Wilber Edwards, a junior majoring in Agriculture Educa­
tion. 
Robert Strawn, Chevron Chemical Company, Dallas, gave the students a number of points to assist with career choices. 
Chevron provides a $1,500.00 award per year to the College of Agriculture. 
The speaker for the occasion, Mr. Grady Dillard, Soil Conservationist, Soil Conservation Service, Houston, is an alum­
nus of the College of Agriculture. Shown with Mr. Dillard is Miss Barbara Anderson, a graduating senior majoring in Animal 
Science, who is the Queen of the College of Agriculture. 
Bottom left: Dean Richards and Karla Nickerson display portrait of Dr. George Washington Carver, noted scientist who 
served at Tuskegee Institute. Ms. Nickerson, a senior Art major was commissioned to paint the portrait which will be placed 
in the renovated Animal Industries Building (E. B. Evans Hall). 
From left to right are the recipients of the Distinguished Alumni Service Award, Dr. C. L. Strickland, Mr. Hoover 
Carden, Mr. Milton Whiting and Dr. O. C. Simpson. This award was given for past service to the College of Agriculture and 
their chosen careers. 
Degrees Awarded Hunt Portrait Showing — 
CONTINUED from Page 2 
on success, Whisenton offered 
these guidelines for succeed­
ing: positive thinking, the 
ability to communicate, know­
ing how to disagree without 
being disagreeable, living by 
some abiding principle, ridding 
oneself of prejudice, maintain­
ing good phyical health, 
knowing how to be happy, 
knowing how to manage 
•money, marketing one's skill, 
and the ability to make major 
decisions. 








President Thomas presented 
awards to retirees Q. D. 
Thomas, Chief Operating 
Engineer, Utilities Department, 
and Duria Henderson, Assist­
ant Manager, Alumni Hall 
(dining). 
Newly commissioned offi­
cers in the U.S. Army were: 
Chalmust Allen, 2LT., Ricar-
do Allen, 2LT., Donald 
Gamble, 2LT., Diunna Green-
leaf, 2LT., Linda Joseph, 
2LT., Frederic Lamb, 2LT., 
Joe Nelson III, 2LT., Anthony 
Pickens, 2LT., Julius Shep-
pard, 2LT., and James Scott, 
2LT. 
Newly commissioned offi­
cers in the U.S. Navy and 
Marine Corps were: Robert 
Bent ford, 2LT., Melvin Clack, 
Ensign, Hulen M. Davis 
Ensign, Vincent Jeffries, 
Ensign, Billy kelley, Ensign, 
and Jimmy Wilson, 2LT. 
CONTINUED from Page 3 
of great masters. This 
important year of study was to 
have a great influence on the 
artist's future work. 
After the war, Cramer 
studied at the Art Student's 
League in New York (1946-50), 
then moved to San Francisco 
where he studied at the Art 
League School (1950-51). 
During the 50s and 60s, 
Cramer lived and worked in 
New York, California and 
Texas, painting portraits of a 
wide range of people: 
celebrities and politicians as 
well as friends and neighbors 
— people from all walks of life 
from small towns to big cities. 
Since 1968, Cramer has lived 
in Houston, his place of birth. 
His love of the Texas 
countryside and his memories 
of childhoold summers spent 
Gilpin Players -
CONTINUED from Page 7 
hand-clapping fellowship that 
made all of us glad. 
What could the players have 
in store for the fall? Can they 
get even better? Let us wait 
and see. And when Clarence 
returns to the foyer with his 
expected line, we can cut him 
short and produce our own 
play that very moment. What 
will we call it? 
Why not settle for "Dejavu, 
Dejavu!"? 
iWARD'S PHARMACY 
"Your Rexall Store" 
SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT 
AVAILABLE ON PRESCRIPTIONS 





Alterations — Laundry Service 
Phone 826-3798 Box 893 
Hempstead, Texas 
1-DAY DRY CLEANING SERVICE 
Matthew Teague, drafted in 
the 10th round by the Dallas 
Cowboys in the recent 
National Football League 
yearly draft, said he would 
forego his final year of 
eligibility and sign a contract 
with the Cowboys. 
"It's a dream" said the 6-3, 
244-pounder from New Or­
leans, Louisiana. "I had 
considered playing next year at 
Prairie View but when I found 
out that Dallas had drafted me 
I decided to play profesional 
football!' 
In nine games, Teague 
logged 60 tackles from a 
defensive end and defensive 
tackle position. He had two 
quarterbck sacks, intercepted a 
pass, recovered two fumbles 
and blocked one punt. 
"It's quite an honor, 
especially to be drafted by the 
Dallas Cowboys" Teague said 
after learning of his draft. 
"The fact that I was drafted 
after our team went 0-11 
carries quite a bit of weight 
itself. 
"The Cowboys are Ameri­
ca's team;' he said. "Being 
drafted by a team with Dallas' 
position is quite an honor in 
itself and I plan to stay a 
Cowboy once I become a 
Cowboy. 
"I can't think of any other 
See TEAGUE, Page 9 
in Bellville, have been an 
inspiration for numerous 
sketches, drawings and paint­
ings of outdoor scenes and 
landscapes. 
On February 8, 1975, his 
portrait of Congresswoman 
Barbara Jordan, commission­
ed by the Texas State Senate, 
received a formal unveiling in 
Austin, and hangs on 
permanent display in the 
Capital building. This event 
was widely covered in 
Newspapers and magazines 
and on television. 
Cramer has illustrated the 
cover of Houston Grand 
Opera's theatre program as 
well as published poetry. 
Cramer's works encompass 
a variety of media including 
pencil drawings, water colors, 
oil paintings and sculpture. 
Mrs. Hunt's portrait is the 
gift of the Daughters — a 
group of Home Economics 
alumnae upon whose lives 
Mrs. Hunt has had a great 
influence through the years — 
and Vocational Homemaking 
Teachers of Texas. 
The public is cordially 
invited to the showing. 
Prairie View A&M University 
IN COOPERATION WITH 
THE WALLER INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Prairie View, Texas 
Is Seeking . .. 
APPLICANTS FOR FOUR (4) 
GRADUATE INTERNSHIPS 
APPLY NOW! 
This new innovative program is designed for persons 
who have the bachelors degree. The program is 
innovative and affords an opportunity for an enriching 
education experience. It begins June 1, 1980. Stipends 
are available for participants. 
Closing date for applications is May 15, 1980. 
For applications and more information, please 
contact. 
DR. WILLIAM H. PARKER, Director Teacher Corps 
Teacher Center 
Prairie View A&M University 
PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS 
Where You Get More Than Just 
A Welcome and Good Service 
CITY HK-HEIPSTEtl 
826-2496 W. W. Wilkes, Owner 
Rustic 




FEATURING THE NEW SALAD BAR 
Private Dining Area 
Will Accommodate Up to 150. 
FOR BANQUETS — PARTIES — BUSINESS MEETINGS 
Hempstead Texas 
PEOPLES CLEANERS 
DRY CLEANING, ALTERATIONS, LAUNDRY 
SERVICE AND LEATHER CLEANING 
826-3847 — Day or Night 
P. O. Box 136 
Hempstead, Texas 
1 - 2 HOUR CLEANING SERVICE 
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Pictured left to right, Betty Douglas, Gwendolyn 
Brooks, Clarissa Booker, Carl Settles, and nesident 
Thomas. ' 
GUARANTY BOND STATE BANK 







By Frank White 
Prairie View over the years 
has had many great men and 
women to visit the campus. 
Whether they pioneered in 
science, art, politics, religion 
or sports, their contributions 
and their characteris have in 
some way broadened and 
deepened the philosophy of 
this institution. During the 
three days of April 22-24 
Gwendolyn Brooks, Pulitzer 
Prize winner and Poet 
Laureate of Illinois, was 
among us, and she left with us 
a camaraderie that may last for 
the better part of our lives. 
The Century II Reading 
Committee made her appear­
ance a regent affair, with staff 
members wearing after-five 
attire, assorted flowers align­
ing a stage which had the name 
Gwendolyn Brooks in raised, 
contemporary lettering, and 
ROTC cadets escorting some 
persons to the best standing-
room-only areas in Hobart 
Taylor Hall's plush audito­
rium. Ms. Brooks herself was 
most informal in dress and 
manner, projecting a mien that 
made so many of us see her as 
some humanitarian. Great men 
and women, though not always 
desiring to, carry a lofty air 
that immediately tells the 
world of their stature. This was 
not the case with Ms. Brooks. 
When in her company there 
was a serenity that suggested 
that all persons present were 
families with one another. She 
proved herself a most unselfish 
person; after her poetry 
readings she took on sinuous 
lines of autograph seekers, and 
was as lively and down to earth 
with the last fan as she had 
been with the first. Conceiv­
ably, persons-' inquiry about 
her stamina would register 
more on her mind than would 
the many humanistic exercises 
that she obviously enjoyed. 
"So many seem to think I'm 
tired, "Ms. Brooks told a 
sensitive observer. "But really, 
I'm not. What time is it?" 
Gwendolyn Brooks 
And there were some among 
us who sensed that she was so 
fascinated by people that to 
impose on her would be next to 
impossible. Two communica­
tions students, circumventing 
the itinerary Ms. Brooks would 
adhere to for three days, found 
their way to her temporary 
campus residence just before 
10 p.m., hoping for an 
interview as well as a social 
meeting. Since Ms. Brooks was 
about to retire the interview 
was postponed, but the two 
ladies were not to be outdone 
by the lavish treatment the 
university had given Ms. 
Brooks — they had prepared 
for their down-to-earth sister a 
down-home meal of roast, 
potatoes and other nutritional 
goodies which looked plain 
delightful from 15 feet away, 
even at 10 p.m. 
They would seek her out the 
following day after an 
luncheon in Alumni Hall, only 
to be informed that she had 
a timely and taxing schedule 
ahead of her and probably 
would not be able to grant the 
interview. Ms. Brooks turned 
to Dr. Clarissa Booker, the 
reading committee chairper­
son. "But I did promise to 
speak with them" she said. 
"Am I going to do anything 
right now?" Before they 
stopped for the interview, 
President Alvin I. Thomas poses with Miss Gwendolyn 
Brooks. 
another lady asked Ms. Brooks 
to buy a ticket for the All 
Sports Banquet, which would 
not occur until after she left 
the campus. The poet scanned 
the eyes of the autograph 
seekers standing over her and 
began writing a check. "Why 
don't you give the ticket to one 
of these students" she said. 
It was not the only 
meaningful check she would 
write during her visit. Having 
seen a theatrical production by 
Prairie View's Charles Gilpin 
Players, she awarded the group 
a $1,000 grant and an 
invitation to perform at her 
studio in Chicago at her 
expense. 
Ms. Brooks' themes are 
almost always black, and in 
them is a commitment to 
genetic ties so deeply rooted 
that more than a few people — 
black and white — consider 
her radical. Such could hardly 
be true, if one considers that 
Poet Laureate of Illinois is a 
post that would require 
someone with a universal scope 
— unless, of course, this 
person had mastered his or her 
art form so well that the 
themes, albeit microcosmic, 
caused no setback. Whatever 
the case, in a genre so 
sophisticated as Ms. Brooks' 
only one thing seemed clear: 
early in life she had been 
engulfed by the enigmatism of 
racism, perplexed by the 
paradoxes of integration, and 
thus resorted to use her genius 
in a driving, soul-stirring form 
of meter which inevitably 
would mellow these bicultural 
overtones. 
Young minds (and the pun 
can be applied here), were 
especially moved by Ms. 
Brooks' philosophy, for it 
carried a degree of classicism 
that made her most compre­
hensible. More than that it 
made a much-needed distinc­
tion between mores and 
morality: the time in history 
that an event or practice or 
ideology emerges has no direct 
relation to its intrinsic worth. 
So as an intellectual adolescent 
weathering stormy Chicago, 
she had taken the curious 
position that her hair un-
straightened was as attractive 
as it was straightened; she had 
adopted some variation of the 
phrase "black is beautiful" 
long before proponents of 
black power coined the phrase 
in the sixties. In essence, she 
has been allowed a glimpse of 
her progressive idealism, an 
experience which artists typi­
cally do not live to have. On 
this note she was able to give us 
a soulful journey through her 
childhood, her falling in love, 
her marriage, her rearing of 
a family, and finally her still 
being married to the man who 
APPRECIATION AWARD — President A. I. Thomas 
accepts an institutional award from the National Associa­
tion of College Deans, Registrars and Admission Officers 
presented to him by Samuel Montgomery, assistant 
registrar at PV. Mr. Montgomery, first vice president of the 
organization reported on its program during the recent 
faculty-staff meeting. 
World of Poetry 
Contest Announced 
A $1000 grand prize will be 
awarded in the Sixth Annual 
Poetry Competition sponsored 
by the World of Poetry, a 
quarterly newsletter for poets. 
Poems of all styles and on 
any subject are eligible to 
compete for the grand prize or 
for 49 other cash or 
merchandise awards. 
Says Poetry Editor Eddie-
Lou Cole, "We are encourag­
ing poetic talent of every kind, 
and expect our contest to 
produce exciting discoveries — 
like Virginia Bates, a house­
wife from Woodbine, Mary­
land. She won our grand prize 
last year with her poem 
PIETA, about her son in Viet 
Nam!' 
Rules and official entry 
forms are available from 
World of Poetry, 2431 
Stockton, Department N, 
Sacramento, California 95817. 
By Darrel Walker 
Every summer the labor 
market is cluttered with an 
outpour of college graduates. 
The one thing most of them 
have in common is that they 
have little or no experience. 
There's a way to avoid this 
predicament and have the 
student a step ahead of the 
average graduate — Coopera­
tive Education. 
Cooperative Education is a 
program which allows students 
to gain work experience 
directly related to their 
academic major prior to 
college graduation. The insti­
tution, in coordination with 
the employer, places the 
student into an environment 
where previous classroom 
study and actual work can 
interact. "Co-op" is based on 
the principal that learning is 
not confined solely to 
academic achievement but is 
equally dependent upon practi­
cal experience. 
The students alternate peri­
ods of full-time work and 
full-time study. For example, a 
student would work every 
other summer and alternate 
full semester work periods. 
Most students are able to 
complete a minimum of three 
work periods prior to 
graduation. 
Students can apply to the 
Cooperative Education pro­
gram as soon as they enroll full 
time. Applicants must main­
tain a 2.0 grade point average 
and adhere to the basic 
University rules. You'd be 
surprised how far a little 
self-discipline and hard work 
can take you. It will surely get 
you ahead in the employment 
crunch. 
To contact the Cooperative 
Education Program at Prairie 
View call 857-4092 or stop by 
Anderson Hall, third floor. 
Club members. 
Reporter Shannon Dennis 
Teague — 
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team in America I would want 
to play for. If I don't make it 
wih the Cowboys that's it as 
far as I'm concerned for my 
professional career!' 
caught her fancy 40 years ago 
— it is encouraging in this day 
to see that one can indeed be a 
proponent of a cause without 
threatening life's most import­
ant institution, the family. 
Much can be said about the 
reception Ms. Brooks has from 
all of her audiences. Perhaps 
the most captivating is one that 
parallels a line from one of her 
most famous poems; She's real 
cool. 
Gerontolog/ Luncheon 
On May 1, 1980 the 
Gerontology Club sponsored a 
Luncheon for our graduating 
Seniors. The Luncheon was 
held in the Alumni Hall at 
12:00 noon. Our guest speaker 
was Rev. Lee C. Phillip, the 
father of Mrs. Poindexter of 
the Department of Sociology 
and Social Work. The 
Program was as follows: 
invocation, Mr. Andrew B. 
Malveaux; occasion, Vanessa 
Price; introduction of speaker, 
Shannon Dennis; speaker, 
Rev. Lee C. Phillip; remarks, 
Sheila Russell; presentation of 
awards, Mr. Andrew B. 
Malveaux. 
Other guests were: Hulen 
Davis, Sr. (political sicence); 
Dr. Sarah Williams (sociolo­
gy/social work); Mrs. Poin­
dexter (sociology/social work); 
Mrs. Lee C. Phillip, Dr. 
Lorenzo Coats (biology); 
August (Gust) Swain, (consult­
ant); and The Gerontology 
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Alpha Mu Gamma 
Initiation and 
Banquet Held 
Ok' i a fiLcaiuic doing Hu.unc.ii. wik(i you MANUFACTURING ON PREMISES 
ALPHA MU GAMMA BANQUET - (From left) Beatrice Moore, 
Mistress of Ceremonies; Wyma Carroll, who introduced the speaker; Mrs. 
Olivette Higgs, head, department of modern foreign languages; Dr. Rubye 
Johnson, banquet speaker; and Mrs. Gwendolyn Jones, honorary member. 
"Intensive Language" Programs May 
Boost Multi-Lingual Education 
By Helen Robinson and 
Frank White 
During World War II, the 
Truman Administration re­
ceived a reply from Japan 
containing the word "moku-
satsu" The world has more 
than one meaning; it can mean 
delay for further considera­
tion, or reject. Contrary to the 
intent of the Japanese, the 
United States translated it to 
mean "reject;' and that 
interpretive error triggered one 
of the most atrocious attacks 
in the history of U.S. 
international affairs. 
There are, of course, words 
in our native tongue which 
would cause the same sort of 
problem on the domestic front. 
But more than a few people 
today say this calamity and 
others might have been 
prevented had We the People 
had a healthier philosophy 
about foreign languages. 
The state of multi-lingual 
education in the United States 
has declined drastically. The 
number of high scools 
requiring foreign language 
credits dropped from 85 
percent in 1915 to 15 percent 
today. One out of every eight 
jobs in industry and one of five 
in agriculture depend on 
internation trade, yet the 
graduates who inundate these 
markets each year come 
nowhere close to having the 
multi-lingual skills needed. 
More alarming, we may not be 
prepared for the influx of 
Hispanics and other ethnic 
minorities who during the new 
decade will migrate here for a 
better way of life, if not a more 
effective means of communica­
tion. 
The condition has pejorated 
so that it prompted some 
discerning officials ot go to 
President Carter last year to 
find out what could be done. 
Carter, having already felt 
the ramifications of faulty 
translations and foreign langu­
age barriers, then established 
the President's Commission on 
International Studies. 
The commission has set up 
Intensive Language programs, 
with stations in 60 U.S. Cities. 
In general, these programs 
are devised to put agricultural, 
industrial and other in-service 
workers in the classroom, 
immerse them in the second 
language most germane to 
their trade, and make them 
functionally bi-lingual within 
eight weeks. 
A number of colleges and 
universities — among them 
Dartmouth, Rice and Prairie 
View A&M University have 
instituted these programs and 
are working with nearby urban 
centers. 
At Prairie View, Oliveta 
Jackson Higgs, head of the 
department of foreign lan­
guages and chairperson for the 
Intensive Language programs 
at the university, is baffled 
over the value heretofore 
placed on multi-lingual educa­
tion. 
"It's a farce" the Spanish-
French professor says. "A 
person shouldn't come to 
college with the thought, 'I'm 
coming here to learn how to 
make my money! That's not 
what it's all about. You learn 
how to do a job on a job. You 
come to college merely to 
become a humanistic person. 
And what better way to be 
humanistic than to penetrate 
another person's culture and 
understand why he operates 
(as) he does. So certainly 
language should be a part of 
that development. 
"The world is just too small 
to think foreign language is a 
thrill. Everybody's your neigh­
bor, and you need to be able to 
converse with your neighbor. 
It'll help us stop wars and have 
a better international under­
standing. It's definitely not a 
thrill. It's just practically a 
necessity because the world 
is getting so small. You can be 
anywhere in less than 10 
hours" she says. 
Higgs says it was found that 
of the 900 or so American 
business representatives in 
Japan, only a handful can 
speak Japanese. 
"But Japan has 10,000 
business representative in this 
country and all of them speak 
English. It's shameful" she 
says. 
She says the decline in high 
school foreign language re­
quirements is ominous. 
"Someone did a study not 
too long ago that proved that 
students who take foreign 
language in high school do 
better on their SAT and ACT 
tests. It helps them develop 
their thinking processes" she 
says. 
Saying the United States is 
"the only country where 
people don't consider it even 
PV 1980 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
September 
6 Southwest Texas State Univ. (H) (night) San Antonio 
13 Open 
20 Jackson State University 
27 Southern University (night) 
October 
4 Grambling State Univ. (H) (night) 
11 Bishop College (H) (night) 
18 Texas Lutheran College 
25 Open 
November 
1 Mississippi Valley State Univ. (1:30) 
8 Univ. of Ark. at Pine Bluff (1:30) 
15 Alcorn State University (1:30) 
22 Texas Southern Univ. (H) (night) 
(H) — Prairie View is Home Team in Neutral Site 
Jackson, Ms. 








important to speak a foreign 
language" Higgs adds that so 
many adults resist learning a 
new language because of the 
element of time. 
The Intensive Language 
program is supposed to 
expedite that learning process. 
Higgs says the atmosphere in 
these classes will be so practical 
that they will be much like a 
natural setting in which 
conversation is constantly 
heard. Unlike the traditional 
programs which have hour-
long classes offered three times 
a week, "the Intensive 
Language course provides a 
more realistic time frame for 
achieving proficiency. A real 
immersion course requires that 
a student be there no less than 
three times a week and that he 
be there for four or five 
hours)' Higgs says. 
Ideally, each student would 
be able to converse in a foreign 
language after only eight 
weeks, an outcome which the 
traditional programs have had 
no propensity to provide. 
Prairie View is scheduled to 
begin its Intensive Language 
program in June, but already it 
has become involved in the 
studies. Last month, the 
Houston Galveston Area 
Council provided funds for the 
university to conduct a 
program for policement in 
Austin County, which borders 
Prairie View in southeast 
Texas. Dr. Juliano Olmedo, 
assistant professor of Spanish 
at Prairie View, will spearhead 
the program until its comple­
tion in May. 
This came to us at a good 
time" says Higgs. "Dr. 
Olmedo will be developing 
some skills in teaching the 
Intensive Language program, 
so we'll already have our staff 
members to do ours!' 
Preceding the annual ban­
quet, the following students 
were initiated into Alpha Mu 
Gamma (National Collegiate 
Foreign Language Honor 
Society). 
Sheila F. Brown, Theresa S. 
Clarke, Julie Davis, Veronis L. 
Forte, Shelia Gibson, Mavis E. 
Goosby, Norris Jones, Mavis 
L. Lewis, Cynthia McKinney, 
Leada Morris, Joyce Phillips, 
Elaine Price, Sonja Randle, 
Garee Simmons, Samuel E. 
Spiller, Ashton C. Trier, 
Jimmy W. Williams. 
This honor was bestowed 
upon these students because of 
their high averages in foreign 
languages and their over-all 
high averages. 
Dr. Rubye Johnson, a 
retired HISD Spanish teacher 
was the main speaker. Dr. 
Johnson has not completely 
left the field of Spanish 
because at present she is 
teaching English to native 
Spanish speakers. 
Mrs. Gwendolyn Jones, a 
retired Prairie View area 
teacher, the honorary member 
for this year was also 
recognized and gifted at the 
banquet. 
Other persons attending the 
banquet were Mr. H. Jones, 
(husband of Mrs. G. Jones), 
Dr. Anne Campbell, Mrs. 
Dorothy Bowman, Dr. Willa 
Hood, Sr., Jean Carter and the 
two sponsors Mrs. Mamie 
McCloud and Mrs. Olivette 
Higgs. 
Mr. Cleveland Williams, 
(vocalist) accompanied by Mr. 
Gregory Doyle (pianist) pro­
vided the music for the 
banquet. 
Barnes Parlor of Beauty 
Specializing In All Phases of 
Beauty Work 
Also "WIGS and WIGLETS" 
Pine Island Road 826-6445 
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Patricia's Fine Jewelry 
Hempstead 1216 Austin 
WE DO REMOUNTING AND 
Higgs responds to a question from reporter Helen 
Robinson during a French class. 
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Annua! Awards Made at All-Sports Banquet 
Awards were also passed out 




Most outstanding: Deborah 
Gardner, senior, Brenham, 
Texas. 
Most outstanding Fresh­
man: Elora Lee, freshman, 
Pine Bluff, Arkansas. 
Most improved: Mitzi Mar­
shall, sophomore, San An­
tonio, Texas. 
WOMEN'S TRACK 
Most valuable: Essie Kelley, 
senior, Spur, Texas. 
Most outstanding: Patricia 
Jackson, senior, Muskogee, 
Oklahoma. 
Most Versatile: Debra Mel­
rose, senior, Austin. 
Most improved: Patrice 
Roberts, junior, Orange, 
Texas and Angela Dudley, 
junior, Dallas, Texas. 
MEN'S TRACK 
Most valuable: Charles 
Pettis, sophomore, Corpus 
Christi, Texas 
Most outstanding: Evans 
White, senior, Ecorse, Michi­
gan 
Most outstanding Fresh­
man: Theodore Davis, fresh­
man, Houston, Texas. 
Most valuable cross country: 
Mark Roy, freshman, Lake 
Charles, Louisiana. 
Most improved: Clifton 
Terrell, senior, Houston, 
Texas. 
BASEBALL 
Most valuable: Alfonzo 
Gomez, junior, Hacienda 
Heights, California. 
Most outstanding: Charles 
Hudson, junior, Dallas, Texas. 
Most outstanding Fresh­
man: Thomas Battle, fresh­
man, Bay City, Texas. 
Most improved: Nathaniel 
Davis, senior, San Antonio, 
Texas. 
Most versatile: Adolph 
Crump, junior, Los Angeles, 
California. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Most valuable: Reginald 
Spivey, junior, Houston, 
Texas. 
Most outstanding: Clarence 
Hill, senior, Houston, Texas. 
Most improved: Alfonso 
Cross, junior, Houston, Texas. 
Most versatile: Larry Ha-
gan, senior, New Orleans, 
Louisiana. 
FOOTBALL 
Most valuable: Harold 
Norflett, junior, Baytown, 
Texas. 
Most outstanding: Robert 
Alexander, junior Monticello, 
Florida. 
Most outstanding Fresh­
man: Gerald Barnett, fresh­
man, Orange, Texas. 
Most improved defensive 
player: Milton Hall, sopho­
more, Eutaw, Alabama. 
Most improved offensive 
player: Tommie Dunson, 
sophomore, Atlanta, Georgia. 
Elections — 
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son, Elliott Kerl, Larry 
Martin, Adolph Matthews, 
Fiuny, Terrence Simmons, and 
Chris Walker. Rickey Howard 
and LoRetia Taylor were 
December graduates. 
Many thanks are extended 
to Mr. C. W. Ando, Mr. 
Marshall Brown, and Mr. Sam 
Tanksly for their help in the 
transferring of students from 
the Old Engineering Building 
to the new portion. AIA/SC is 
sending a special invitation to 
all students and faculty 
members to visit the new 
location of the architecture 
department. 
Good luck on your 
upcoming finals fellow stu­
dents and much success to you 
graduates! 
David Alexis, Jr. 
President-Elect 
By Henry Hawkins 
Charles Hudson, junior 
from Dallas, Texas, and Essie 
Kelley, senior from Spur, 
Texas, grabbed the top honors 
at the recent All Sports 
Banquet and Awards Dinner 
honoring Prairie View athletes. 
Hudson, an outstanding 
pitcher on the baseball team 
and Kelley, a world class track 
performer won the Dr. I. T. 
Hunter Memorial Awards as 
the top male and female 
athletes for the 1979-80 school 
year. 
Hudson led the team in 
victories forging a 6-2 mark 
and also led the team with 57 
strikeouts. 
The 6-3 hard throwing 
righthander also was named to 
the Western Division South­
western Athletic Conference 
All Conference team and was a 
leading candidate to the NAIA 
District 8 All Star team. 
Baseball Coach John Tank-
ersley said he was counting on 
Hudson as the prime force 
should the Panthers make the 
NAIA District 8 playoffs later 
this month. 
It was the second straight 
Hunter award for Kelley, a 
world class track star. 
This season Kelley has 
anchored 15 consecutive first 
place victories on Pantherette 
relay teams, including two 
record setting efforts at the 
Drake Relays. With Kelley as 
anchor the Pantherettes have 
been unbeatable this season. 
She also won a special 
invitational 800-meter run 
which included some top 
competition from across the 
United States at the Drake 
Relays. 
Barbara Blockman, a senior 
from Kansas City, Kansas and 
Bobby Barker, a junior from 
Dade City,- Florida, also 
earned top honors at the 
banquet. 
Blockman, another out­
standing track performer, won 
the President's Academic 
Award given to the top senior 
athlete with the highest 
academic average over a four 
year period. 
Barker, a junior tight end 
from Dade City, Florida, 
received the John "Bo" 
Farrington Memorial Award 
given to the best receiver on the 
football team given for 
outstanding and consistent 
receiving throughout the 
season. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL AWARD WINNERS 
